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Abstract—Network coding has gained significant attention by
improving throughput and reliability in disruptive MANETs. Yet,
it is vulnerable to attacks from malicious nodes. In order to
prevent malicious attacks, we have explored the use of secure
network coding schemes based on homomorphic properties of
cryptographic systems. While homomorphic methods protect
network coding from both external and internal attacks, they
do increase processing overhead as they require complex crypto-
graphic operations (e.g., exponentiation, multiplication, modular
operations). The goal of this paper is two fold: assess the
feasibility of implementing Homomorphic Network Coding in
an off the shelf laptop/smartphone platform, and; evaluate the
processing and delay performance when such implementations
are deployed in a simple network scenario. To this end, we have
implemented in LINUX an RSA-based homomorphic algorithm
built on the field of integers which has exhibited very competitive
processing efficiency as compared with published (public-key)
schemes. For the LINUX implementation we have measured the
processing delay for various flow and parameter settings. We
have then integrated the homomorphic processing model (with
associated O/H) in a MANET network simulator. Using this
simulator, we have evaluated the performance of Homomorphic
Network Coding under various network conditions and have
compared it with other Secure Network Coding approaches. We
conclude the paper with a discussion of secure coding feasibility
and cost for different application scenarios.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Network coding [3], [18] has gained significant attention
by improving network throughput and reliability. Basically,
network coding offers a robust way to recover the original
information over unreliable wireless links (e.g., jamming, in-
terference, etc.). For example, let us consider a network with a
source node that intends to share a file with multiple receivers.
Conventionally, the file is divided into multiple blocks andthe
chunks of the file are transmitted by the source node to the
destinations. With network coding, the source node generates
encoded blocks by combining all of the blocks of the file, and
then it sends out the encoded blocks instead of the original
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blocks. Intermediate nodes in the network also participatein
the network coding operation. Namely, they further encode the
blocks before forwarding them to other nodes. The encoding
operation at the source and at intermediate nodes creates
redundancy in the original data stream and increases network
resilience; even if some of the encoded blocks are dropped
under unstable wireless network conditions, the receiversare
still able to recover the original data from the remaining coded
blocks.

Despite the fact that network coding is designed to im-
prove network performance and reliability, it is nevertheless
vulnerable topollution attacks. A malicious node can inject
bogus coded blocks in the network; even a single invalid
block can subvert the reconstruction of the original generation
and severely affect performance. In order to prevent the
attacks, severalsecure network coding mechanisms have been
proposed [5], [7], [11], [15], [16], [29]. Basically, a secure
network coding scheme provides intermediate nodes with a
method to verify the validity of coded vectors. We can classify
secure network coding approaches into two categories,ho-
momorphic signature scheme [5], [7], [15] and homomorphic
hash functions [16], [29]. Both schemes rely on the homo-
morphic property that the signature (or hashing) of a random
linear combination of blocks is equivalent to the homomorphic
combination of the signatures (or hash values). For example, in
homomorphic signature schemes, when a node (either a source
or intermediate node) generates a coded block, it also creates
a signature of the block by using the same random coefficients
applied to network coding. Note that the signature cannot be
forged because the private key is known only to the source.
Upon receiving a coded block, a node verifies its signature
using the public key; if the signature does not pass the test,
the coded block is discarded. This mechanism allows neighbor
nodes toimmediately detect pollution attacks; without network
coding security, the attack would be discovered at the end
point when a receiver tries to decode the original information.
Thus, we preserve network coding performance by instantly
detecting attackers and dropping infected packets.

While homomorphic cryptography can protect network cod-
ing from the attacks, the practical aspects of secure network
coding implementation have not been well investigated in
the literature. These schemes require complex cryptographic
computations (e.g., exponentiation, multiplication, modular



operations) at each intermediate node with high computational
overhead. Nodes always need to compute a new signature (or
a hash value) after creating a new coded block. They also must
verify the signature (or the hash value) whenever receivinga
coded block. Thus, the computations can significantly affect to
application performance, especially when nodes are resource
constrained (e.g., processing power, memory space, battery
capacity, etc.) [9], [10], [19]. In real network environments,
there exit heterogeneous types of nodes with different com-
putational capabilities. (i.e., typically smartphones have more
resource constraint than conventional laptops.) In addition,
various information flows require different levels of security
enforcement. For example real time streams have a life ex-
pectancy of seconds and can be adequately protected with
64bits keys whereas U.S census data must lasts more than 100
years and requires much larger keys to preserve confidentiality
of the information [26]).

Thus, in this paper, we investigate the processing over-
head of homomorphic based secure network coding in real
network environments considering heterogeneous node types
and information flows and evaluate the feasibility of the
implementation. We first implement in Linux the RSA-based
homomorphic signature scheme and the homomorphic hashing
scheme from [11]. This choice is justified as these schemes
offer the lowest theoretical computation complexity when
compared to other existing (public-key) secure network coding
schemes. A detailed discussion and performance analysis is
provided in Section V, where we show the advantages of the
schemes we implemented, especially in terms of computational
costs. From the Linux implementation, we measure the actual
processing overhead of each homomorphic operation. Using
the experimental results, we integrate the homomorphic pro-
cessing overhead in the QualNet network simulator [25].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
discuss related work in Section II, and overview network
coding and homomorphic signature and hashing schemes [11]
in Section III. In Section IV, we present the computational
models and experimental results. We evaluate the processing
overhead in Section V. We compare the performance of our
scheme with alternative solutions in Section VI. We conclude
the paper in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

The benefits of network coding have been extensively stud-
ied not only in theory [3], [18] but also at the more practical
level of protocol operations required under various scenar-
ios [6], [12], [17], [23], [28]. Network coding has been found
to be effective to disseminate information in wireless networks
because nodes can utilize the broadcast nature of the wire-
less medium to efficiently mix overheard information. Most
importantly, recent results relative to streaming applications
[17], [23] show that network coding offers adaptive protection
against random losses caused by mobility and jamming. This is
because the nodes in the critical section can locally adjustthe
forward redundancy according to measured random loss. The
redundancy is eliminated when it is no longer necessary (say,

past the critical section) by systematically removing linearly
dependent blocks. This makes Network Coding much more
attractive in spotty jamming attacks than other options such as
end to end redundancy schemes like Fountain Codes or Raptor
Codes. The latter possess only limited adaptive redundancy
and furthermore require end to end feedback to exercise it.

As security concerns about network coding have emerged,
several methods to protect network coding have been pro-
posed. Unfortunately, NC (Network Coding) blocks cannot
be signed at the source with a conventional signature method
and checked along the path because with NC the conventional
signature is not preserved through linear combinations. A
special signature method based on homomorphic functions
is required. The homomorphic operations however tax the
processing at nodes and are generally viewed as non feasible
for field operations on mobile devices. To overcome this
obstacle, several very creative schemes have been proposed
in the past. Inspired by TESLA [24], Dong et al. propose
DART [8] which is a time-based authentication strategy
against pollution attacks that does not involve complex cryp-
tographic operations. DART however requires nodes to verify
a public key (called checksum) for each generation. Frequent
broadcasting of the checksums increases network overhead.
In addition, ,intermittent network, a common occurrence in
tactical and emergency applications, prevents the delivery of
the checksums and delays packet verifications. [20], [21] have
proposed another secure network coding framework and have
suggested theoretical bounds for network error correction.

Secure network coding schemes based on homomorphic
signatures [5], [7], [11], [15] and homomorphic hash func-
tions [11], [16], [29] have also been investigated. These
schemes compute a signature (or hash value) that works even
after recoding. Namely, the signature is regenerated everytime
the block is network encoded, and provides a method to verify
the validity of any incoming blocks. Yu et al. design a homo-
morphic signature scheme which allows nodes to verify the
signature of coded blocks without access to private keys [30].
Zhao et al. introduce a coded block authentication method
by computing orthogonal vectors of each coded block [29].
Gennaro et al. propose an RSA based homomorphic signature
scheme and a homomorphic hashing scheme for network
coding over integers [11]. Most of the prior work on secure
network coding studies the security aspects in a theoretical
framework, without evaluating the practical implementation
details. These studies tend to overlook the fact that crypto-
graphic operations involve high computational overhead, and
may significantly degrade the performance when overlaid on
top of conventional network coding.

In the literature, the computational overhead of crypto-
graphic operations has been discussed in [9], [10], [19].
In [9], Freeman et al. evaluate various cryptographic schemes
(e.g., RSA, authentication with keyed-hash, confidentiality
using RC5) in a testbed and study the performance implica-
tions of using cryptographic controls in performance critical
systems. Lie et al. evaluate the overhead of comprehensive
cryptography algorithms under limited resource constraints
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of nodes in wireless sensor networks [19]. Ganesan et al.
investigate the computational requirements for a number of
popular cryptographic algorithms. They develop methods to
derive the computational overhead of embedded encryption
algorithms [10]. These studies inspired us to investigate the
computational overhead of the cryptographic side of secure
network coding. In particular, this paper aims at assessingthe
feasibility of the homomorphic based secure network coding
in portable platforms such as PCs and smart phones.

III. SECURENETWORK CODING

In this section, we first review therandom linear network
coding scheme, then briefly describe the secure network cod-
ing scheme presented in [11] that is based on homomorphic
signature and hashing over the integers.

A. Network Coding

Assume a source nodeS intends to share a fileF with
multiple receivers in the network.S divides the fileF into m
blocks, p1, p2, · · · ,pm, where the size of each block isn.
Each original blockpℓ (ℓ = 1, · · · ,m) has theℓth unit vector
eℓ which is called theencoding vector. The original block
pℓ is represented aswℓ = [eℓ,pℓ]. Instead of transmitting
the original blocks ofF, S generates augmented blocks via
weighted random linear combination of all the blocks. The
coded blockw̄ is defined as

∑m

k=1 ckwk, whereck is randomly
drawn over a finite fieldF.

When an intermediate node receives a coded blockw̄, the
node first checks linear independency of the incoming block.

If the received block is linearly independent from other blocks
that have been stored, the node accepts and stores the block.
The total number of linearly independent coded blocks stored
is called rank. By combining all the coded blocks collected
so far, each intermediate node regenerates a coded block:
∑rank

k=1 ckw̄k, whereck is also randomly chosen fromF.
In order to recover the original blocks ofF, a receiver node

must collect at leastm coded blocks carrying encoding vectors
(c) that are linearly independent. Denote the valid coded blocks
w̄ℓ = [cℓ, p̄ℓ], (ℓ = 1, · · · ,m). In addition, we defineC whose
rows are the vectorscℓ, andP̄ whose rows are the blocks̄pℓ.
Then the original file can be decoded asP = C−1P̄, where
P is a matrix whose rows are the original blocks ofF.

B. An RSA based Network Coding Signature Scheme

In the RSA-based homomorphic scheme [11] the source
generates a signature of each coded block using a secret private
key, and the signature is transmitted with the coded block.
Upon receiving the coded block + signature, nodes validate the
coded block with the given RSA information using the public
key that is made available via broadcast, possibly piggybacked
with the coded data. Nodes only store the coded blocks that
pass the verification, and used them for further mixing. The
scheme is denoted asNSig, and the details are as follows.

The NSig scheme has a parameter L, which limits the
number of hops that a packet can traverse. Given L, a bound
B is defined as(mq)L where q is a small prime number (≈
256).B represents the largest possible coordinate in any block
c transmitted in the network, andM denotes an upper bound
on each of the coordinates of the initial blocksp1, · · · ,pm

transmitted by the source. Then, the maximal coordinate in
a valid blockv transmitted in the network isBM , and it is
denoted byB∗.

Based on the parameters described, the source nodeS has
a public key (N, e, g1, . . . , gn), where e is the public RSA
exponent and is chosen as a prime larger thanmB∗. Let G be
a cyclic group of order q (one of prime numbers composing
N) , and let the public key contain a description ofG along
with random generators,g1, g2, . . . , gn ∈ G. In addition, a
private signing keyd is defined such thated = 1 mod φ(N)
(d ≤ φ(N) as in regular RSA).
•Signing data, NSig(w):
Using the given RSA keys,S signs a block w =

(c1, . . . , cm, p1, . . . , pn).

NSig(w) =

( m
∏

i=1

hci

i

n
∏

j=1

g
pj

j

)d

mod N (1)

where thehi = H(i, fid), i = 1, . . . ,m. fid is the file identifier,
thushi’s are file specific. WhenS transmitsw, the signature
NSig(w) is attached withw.
•Verification , vry Sig(w, σ,S, fid):

Upon receiving a blockw, a node immediately discards
if any of the c is negative or larger thanB, or any of
the p̄ is negative or larger thanB. Otherwise, the node
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retrieves the public key and verifies the block.w is accepted
(vry Sig(w, σ,S, fid) = 1) if and only if

σe ?
=

m
∏

i=1

hci

i

n
∏

j=1

g
p̄j

j mod N (2)

•Combination, Combine(w̄1, . . . , w̄rank, σ1, . . . , σrank):
An intermediate node generates a new coded blockw

(=
∑rank

k=1 ckw̄k) by combining all of coded blocks that passed
the verification procedure. The signature ofw is computed as:

σ =

rank
∏

i=1

σci

i mod N (3)

whererank is the number of coded blocks downloaded, and
ci’s are the random coefficient used to generatew.

C. Homomorphic Hashing

[11] proposes another way of collusion-resistant scheme by
using hash functions. Instead of verifying signatures of each
coded block, nodes can validate any incoming blocks by com-
paring hash values, which correspond to the original blocks.
This scheme can offer computational benefits compared to the
homomorphic signature scheme [11] and it is denoted asHN .
The hash function is computed with modulus N, and the packet
blocks are defined over the integers. Upon receiving a coded
block w = (c1, . . . , cm, p̄1, . . . , p̄n), a node verifies the block
as

m
∏

i=1

hci

i

?
= HN =

n
∏

j=1

g
p̄j

j mod N (4)

whereh1, . . . , hm are the hash values of the original blocks
of F.

IV. COMPUTATION & COMMUNICATION MODELS

In this section, we present the models of secure network
coding schemes. We assume each node has memory space
large enough to perform the network coding and the homomor-
phic operations; we do not consider disk I/O overhead. Source
node generates coded blocks from the original blocks of file

at application layer and executes extra operations according to
the homomorphic signature or homomorphic hashing scheme.
•Network Coding: Regardless of the homomorphic

schemes used, network coding incurs computational overhead
when a node encodes a block and verifies an encoded block.
Fig. 2(a) represents the communication procedure of network
coding. When node A has blocks of a file to propagate, it
startsencode() operation to generate a new coded block. After
generating a coded block, A transmits the coded block to B.
Upon receiving the coded block, B first checks linear depen-
dency of the block with other blocks by runningvry NC(). If
the block is independent from the other blocks, B stores the
block and uses it for further encoding.
•Homomorphic Signature: The signature scheme requires

two additional procedures. After a node A generates a new
coded block, it computes a signature of the block bycom-
bine(). Once both encode() and combine() procedure are
finished, the newly generated coded block with the signature
is ready to be sent to B. Upon receiving the coded block
and signature, B first checks linear dependency. If the block
is independent of other blocks, B checks the validity of the
signature of the block by runningvry Sig(). Note that we
verify the linear independence before the signature verification
procedure. This is becausevry Sig() requires more computa-
tion than vry NC() (as shown in Section V-A). Thus, if an
incoming block were linearly dependent of other blocks, we
can immediately discard the block after runningvry NC().If
the block passes bothvry NC() and vry Sig(), B stores the
block with the signature to serve other neighboring nodes.
•Homomorphic Hashing: Unlike the homomorphic sig-

nature scheme, the hashing method verifies hash values after
generating a new coded block. After A finishesencode(), it
verifies the hash value by invokingvry Hash(). If it fails, it
means that some of blocks were falsified, and the generated
block must be dropped. Ifvry Hash() succeeds, A transmits
the block to B. B in turn encodes the block from A with
other blocks in its memory and verifies the coded block before
transmission to C.

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we first measure processing overhead of each
secure network coding operation of via testbed experiments.
Then from the results, we evaluate performance in realistic
network scenarios by simulation.

A. Processing Delay Experiments

In this section we report processing delays first for the
basic random linear network coding operations described in
Section III-A, and then for the secure network coding opera-
tions required by the homomorphic functions in Section III-B
and Section III-C. In order to handle the large integers of the
homomorphic schemes, we use the GNU Multiple Precision
Arithmetic Library [14]. Based on the implementation, we
measure the processing delay of each operation on Linux
platform with an Intel Core 2 Duo T9600 processor (2.80GHz,
6MB Cache) and Android platform with an ARM 11 processor
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(528MHz). We use generation sizes1, 10KB/20KB with the
number of blocks 8/16 respectively, and we set the size of
RSA modulus (N ) as 64, 128, 256, and 512 bits.
•Network Coding: Network coding is mainly composed of

two functions,encode() and vry NC(). encode() generates a
coded block at the source and at intermediate nodes. A source
node combines all the blocks in a generation with random
coefficients. Intermediate nodes re-encode the coded blocks
that they download. Fig. 3(a) shows the processing delay of
the encoding operation at different hops. Since network coding
operates over the Integers, coefficients and sums grows each
hops and it consequences of increasing computational delay
on encode() with more hops.encode() delay increases from
0.12ms at source to 0.51ms at an intermediate node (6th hop).

1A generation is a group of blocks of an application file, and weapply
secure network coding to each generation.

In addition, the overhead is also proportional to the number
of blocks to be encoded as shown in Fig 3(a).

After receiving a coded block, nodes verify linear depen-
dency of the block with the other blocks they previously
received by runningvry NC(). It turns out the verification
processing overhead also depends on the number of blocks
downloaded. In Fig. 3(b), we measure the verification delay at
a receiver node while downloadingm coded blocks. The delay
increases with more coded blocks downloaded. We maintain
a m × m matrix from coefficients of downloaded coded
blocks and perform Gaussian elimination over the Integers.
The detailed explanation of Gaussian elimination over the
Integers is described in the Appendix. Thus, as a node has
more blocks downloaded, Gaussian elimination requires more
processing time.

In Fig. 3, we also present processing delays of each op-
eration on different platforms: Linux platform on a laptop
and Android platform on a smartphone. Due to the limited
processing capability on smartphone environments, delays
of encoding and network coding verification operations on
smartphone are around 9.2 times slower than the delays on
the laptop environment. The comparison of encoding and
linear dependency verification delays reveals an interesting
property: linear dependency checks are one order of magnitude
cheaper than encoding operations. This property has a very
important implication on the deployment of hybrid networks.
In such networks, the powerful nodes use secure network
coding, while the lightweight nodes, say cellular phones,
simply forward packets intact; yet, they detect and eliminate
duplicates via linear dependency checks [22].
•Homomorphic Signature and Hashing: The homo-

morphic signature scheme is implemented using two func-
tions, combine() and vry Sig(). First, combine() generates a
new signature by combining all of the signatures of coded
blocks. We assume that the signatures of the original blocks
of the file are pre-computed since signature generation is



required only once, at a source node. The homomorphic
processing delay experiments were carried out only for the
Linux Platform. We measure the delay ofcombine() at a
source node combiningm signatures. Fig. 3(a) shows that
the processing delay naturally increases with the number of
blocks to combine; the processing delay is 0.1645ms with 8
blocks and it increases to 0.3188ms with 16 blocks where
the size of RSA modulus is 512bits.

Upon receiving a coded block with a signature, interme-
diate nodes or destination nodes validate the signature by
running vry Sig(). We measure the processing overhead at a
receiver node and average the delay while the node downloads
the file. We present the verification delay in Fig. 4(b), and
they are mainly determined by the symbol size and number of
blocks in a generation.

The homomorphic hashing scheme does a batch verification
by checking vry Hash(). Similar to vry Sig(), the compu-
tational complexity of this operation depends on both the
total number of blocks and the symbol size as described in
Equation 4.

Note that the processing overheads ofvry Sig()
and vry Hash() are not proportional to the number of
downloaded blocks. This is because we only validate the
integrity of the incoming block according to Eq.(1) and
Eq.(2) respectively.

Considering the different security requirements for different
information flows, we vary the length of the RSA modulus
key from 64bits to 512bits in Fig 4. Processing delays of
secure network coding operations decrease faster than linearly
as RSA modulus size decreases. This suggests that there is a
tradeoff between confidentiality of information and throughput
performance in the case of streaming applications with high
data rates and short lived sensitivity (e.g., situation awareness
broadcasts).

As amply predicted in the published literature, we note
that homomorphic processing delays using integer fields are
much higher than the delays of conventional, Galois field
based network coding. This is due to two reasons. First,
non secure network coding operations mainly consist of pairs
of multiplications and additions, whereas the homomorphic
operations require a significant number of exponentiationsand
multiplications. Secondly, the integer field is not a closedfield
like the Galois field, thus the length of the operands increases
linearly with the number of hops and so does the processing
overhead. This is the price one must pay to secure the network
coding operations. In the next section we discuss the impact
of this increased processing cost on network performance.

B. Simulation

1) Simulation Setting: We implemented random linear net-
work coding with the homomorphic signature and hashing
schemes in QualNet simulator [25]. We used the experimental
results on processing overhead derived in Section V-A, and
incorporated them in the simulator. The test application is
a multimedia unicast stream. In our simulation experiments,
the source node applies homomorphic network coding to the
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Fig. 5. Network Topology

stream. It segments the multimedia file in generations of size
10KB (m=8) and 20KB (m=16) respectively. In addition, the
RSA modulus (N ) value (i.e., key) is varied from 64bits
to 512bits. The topology (see Fig. 5), has a grid structure
with multiple paths so that coded packets can be mixed at
intermediate nodes. The distance between two nodes in the
grid is 200m; 802.11b radio range is 350m. The link data
rate in broadcast mode is 2Mbps. The source generates the
multimedia stream at a rate = 256Kbps. We vary the number of
hops between the source node and destination to evaluate the
impact of path hop count on the overall performance. The main
performance metric under study is thegeneration download
delay which is defined as the elapsed time from the start of
transmission at the source until the destination node finishes
downloading the generation. For each configuration, we report
the value averaged over 100 runs with 95% confidence interval.

2) Simulation Results: We compare the simulation results
of the homomorphic signature and hashing schemes with two
reference cases, ‘NC only’ and BFKW. In NC only, we only
take into account the processing delay introduced by network
coding. We also compare the performance of our schemes with
an alternate homomorphic signature scheme, named ‘BFKW’,
that was proposed in [5]. The detailed performance comparison
of our scheme with ‘BFKW’ is explained in Section VI.

In Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b), we compare the download delay
for each scheme, for different hops from source to destination.
The homomorphic signature scheme requires more processing
to generate the new signature for each coded block, and
it incurs a greater download delay compared to the vanilla
network coding case. Moreover, we note that the download
delay of NSig is larger than the delay forNHash. This is
becauseNSig requires more operations thanNHash. In NSig,
sender nodes require to compute a new signature after gener-
ating a coded block, and receivers need to verify signatures
of incoming blocks. InNHash, however, only sender nodes
perform batch verification after creating a coded block.

In each evaluation, as we increase the number of hops,
the download delay also increases, as expected, since nodes
at each hop recompute the signatures, and signature delay
accumulates with each hop. The homomorphic hashing scheme
shows an identical pattern. In Fig. 6(a), the generation size is
set to 10KB and has 8 blocks, and; in Fig. 6(b), the generation
size is 20KB and composed of 16 blocks. In both cases, the
size of each block is 10Kbits. We set the symbol size of each
block to 10Kbits (NHash case, n=1) and 2560bits (NSig case
n=4). As the destination node needs to download more coded
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Fig. 6. Impact of Hop Counts & RSA Modulus Sizes

blocks with a generation of size 20KB, the delay in Fig. 6(b)
is higher.

In Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 6(b), we change the lengths of
RSA modulus on bothNSig and NHash. As discussed in
Section V-A, processing delays of secure network coding
operations mainly depend on the size of RSA modulus. The
delay ofNSig in Fig. 6(c) increases from 0.71 second to 0.80
second with RSA modulus size 64bits and 512bits respectively.

From the analysis of the results, we observe that Homo-
morphic Security causes a rather minor increase in stream
delay performance over plain NC in the chosen experimental
scenario. This is because the stream in the grid topology finds
its bottleneck in the 2Mbps link speed (which introduces a
transmission delay of 10,000/2Mbps = 5ms on each link,
and thus a delay of 30ms on a six hop path) rather than
in Linux PC processing delay (which is 20 ms in the 512
bit key size case). This result is important from a practical
standpoint as it shows that Secure Network Coding can be
supported in a representative battlefield scenario, dispelling
claims to the contrary [8]. In order to expose the Secure
Network code processing overhead, future experiments will
consider higher link speeds (say, in unicast mode) and less
performing platforms such as Smart Phones.

VI. COMPARING PERFORMANCE OF ALTERNATIVE

SCHEMES

The main goal of this paper is to assess the practical
feasibility of cryptographic network coding techniques based
on public-key cryptography. These techniques enable a full
solution to the pollution problem in network coding by al-
lowing intermediate and destination nodes to single out any
contaminated packets without having to place any trust on
any party other than the information source. At the same time,
the computational cost of public-key techniques is significant
and hence the practical applicability of this approach needs

to be assessed. Before we expand more on available public-
key based solutions, we note that pollution solutions based
on symmetric-key techniques have been suggested. However,
while these solutions are computationally more efficient they
suffer from significant limitations. Specifically, the “secure
random checksums” technique from [13] requires parties to
share secret keys and hence is insufficient to solve the pollution
problem in general; the “broadcast MAC” solution from [2]
is open to (sufficiently large) adversarial collusions; andthe
TESLA-based approach of [8] is of limited applicability as
it requires strong assumptions on network connectivity and
synchronization under adversarial attack.

The public-key based solutions can be classified in two
groups: Those based on homomorphic hashing and those based
on homomorphic signatures. The former is often more efficient
in terms of computation but requires the transmission of long
signatures with each packet or the pre-distribution of per-
generation information to intermediate and target nodes. Solu-
tions based on homomorphic hashing should be preferred, due
to their better computational performance, in settings where
such pre-distribution is feasible (e.g., when nodes register
to receive content or when a broadcast channel from the
source is available for such pre-distribution). Homomorphic
signatures, on the other hand, are somewhat more expensive
computationally but do not require pre-distribution or the
appending of long signatures to each packet.

In this paper we assess the practicality of both approaches
by implementing the homomorphic hashing and homomorphic
signature schemes proposed in [11]. We chose these schemes
for implementation since they offer the best computational
performance among existing solutions. Indeed, computational
cost is the performance bottleneck of secure network coding
schemes, and hence the main resource to minimize.

In what follows we show how the alternative solutions,
namely, the homomorphic signature scheme of [5] and the



homomorphic hashing schemes originating from [16], are
computationally more expensive than the RSA-based solutions
from [11]. (See our description in Sections III-B and III-C.)

As said, we will base our comparison primarily on computa-
tional costs, especially the verification process, as this involves
a number of costly exponentiations whose combined exponents
are as long as the total length of a coded packet, and hence
dominate the computation. Our evaluation of these schemes
is based on currently available implementation data. While
this information changes on the basis of computing platforms
and specific optimizations, we believe that the following cost
analysis remains valid for typical settings. As a basis for
performance data we useopenssl, the most widely available
cryptographic library (underlying SSL and web application
security). We also use performance data obtained using the
MIRACL library [1].

Note: The small-coefficients technique introduced in [11] can
be applied to the original schemes from [5] and [16] resulting
in a significant improvement of these schemes (in particular,
it achieves a 20-fold speed-up of signature computation at
intermediate nodes). We use this optimized variant as the basis
for our comparison (without this optimization, the superiority
of the RSA-based solutions from [11] is even greater). We also
assume an optimized version of [5] where batch verification
(similar to the case of Nsig) is supported.

BFKW. We first consider [5] (to which we refer as the
BFKW solution). This scheme requires to work on a pairing-
friendly elliptic curve and its performance depends on three
type of (costly) operations: pairings (two are required per
verification), hashing into the curve (m of these are required,
each of which has a cost similar to a single exponentiation),
and repeated exponentiations totaling an exponent size equal
to the length of a full coded packet (or vector). The latter
exponentiations are similar to the right-hand side of equation
(2) but in the case of BFKW this is done over many generators.
Selecting a curve that optimizes all these operations at the
required level of security is a complex task. We note, however,
that the dominant cost is provided by signature verification
at intermediate nodes and hence this is the operation to
optimize. In this case, the dominant factor is the repeated
exponentiations. Pairings are a costly operation2 but except
for very short vectors the long repeated exponentiations will
take most of the computation time. Therefore, we judge the
BFKW complexity by the cost of long exponentiation.

For a fair comparison to 512-bit RSA modulus, as used
in the implementation of [11] in this paper, we will consider
112-bit elliptic curves (both choices provide a similar level
of security). We first note that the advantages of elliptic
curve cryptography (ECC) over RSA-based cryptography are
obvious at high levels of security, but decrease as the security
level gets lower. Moreover, a typical advantage of elliptic
curves is the use of shorter exponents; e.g., 112-bit exponents

2In a highly pairing-optimized curve such as the BN curves [4],pairings
cost roughly as much as 20 exponentiations.

in the ECC case vs. 512-bit exponents in the RSA case.
However, in the network coding application the exponent
length is independent of the underlying cryptographic prim-
itive and is solely determined by the bit-size of packets. With
longer exponents, RSA exponentiation (at the above levels of
security) become significantly faster than in the ECC case.

As a concrete example, running a 112-bit curve in
openssl, shows that an exponentiation with a 1024-bit
exponent in this curve requires 7.79 ms. For exponents of
the same length, RSA-512 takes just 3.2 ms. We hence have
that exponentiation in RSA is faster by a factor of 2.43 which
directly translates into a similar speed-up factor when going
from BFKW to the RSA-based Nsig solution (the performance
advantage is even larger if one considers the pairings and
hashing costs proper to the BFKW solution). These numbers
were obtained runningopenssl in the 32-bit implementation
used in this paper’s experiments. In a 64-bit implementation
(in a similar machine), one gets 1.71 ms for a 1024-bit
exponentiation in a 112-bit curve and 0.57 ms for a 1024-bit
exponentiation in RSA-512, thus resulting in a 3 factor better
performance for the RSA-based Nsig scheme. As another
data point using a different ECC implementation, we have
extrapolated figures obtained for 160, 224 and 256-bit curves
using the MIRACL library [1], [27] to estimate the running
time of a 112-bit curve on a 64-bit machine (MIRACL does
not have an implementation of 112-bit curves). In this case
the cost of a 1024-bit exponentiation in the 112-bit curve is
2.83 ms while with RSA (on the same machine) this time is
just 0.88 ms, showing that the Nsig solution is superior to the
BFKW scheme by a 3.21 factor, a similar conclusion as with
openssl.

Homomorphic Hashing. We now consider the homomorphic
hashing scheme from [16] which we refer to as EHH (ex-
ponential homomorphic hash), and how it compares toHN

(Section III-C). In this case there is no signature computation
by intermediate nodes, just verification of incoming vectors
based on the hash values. Verification in the original EHH
scheme of [16] is similar to equation (4) except that the
operations are done in a group of prime order with generators
taken from that group. The natural instantiations in this case is
to choose these groups as subgroups ofZ

∗

p or as elliptic curve
groups. To match our security level one would choosep to be
of 512-bit size and the elliptic curve of size 112. The former
case has a computational cost similar toHN , as described in
equation (4), for 512-bitN (since in both cases the modular
multiplications have the same cost and the exponents in both
cases are as the total length of the coded blocks). However,
HN allows for an implementation where the right-hand side of
equation (4) uses a single generator fixed to 2 (see [11]) while
the prime-order EHH requires many generators (e.g., 100 112-
bit generators for 10,000 information bits in a typical Ethernet-
size block). The reduction in number of generators results in a
smaller public key and the fixing to 2 allows for optimizations
in the computation ofHN (our current implementation does
not yet take advantage of this optimization). When considering



an implementation of EHH over 112-bit elliptic curve groups,
we find this to be significantly worse thanHN (by factors of
2.4 to 3) for the same considerations as in the above study
of the BFKW scheme. The above advantage ofHN regarding
the fixed vs. many generators holds against the elliptic-curve
case as well.

Overall, HN provides substantial increased efficiency with
respect to alternative solutions and thus it is more suitable
for practice.

We conclude our discussion briefly considering the band-
width consumption of the evaluated schemes. One of the
motivations behind implementing network coding over the
integers was to reduce the communication overhead naturally
introduced by cryptographic solutions. In a nutshell, the idea is
to start with small integer coefficients (as short as 8 bits) which
will be linearly combined and hence grow. The advantages of
this approach hold until the coefficient sizes do not exceed
those of previous schemes (in particular BFKW and EHH).
As analyzed in [11], using the small-coefficient techniques
introduced in the paper, in both the BFKW and EHH cases
(with 112-bit groups) we have that the RSA-based schemes
have comparable overhead for coefficients growing up to 112
bits.

VII. C ONCLUSION

Although network coding is an effective method to improve
network throughput and reliability, it is vulnerable to pollution
attacks by malicious nodes. In order to protect network coding
streams frominternal malicious attacks, several schemes have
been proposed recently based on homomorphic properties of
cryptosystems. In this paper, we implemented an efficient
secure network coding scheme based on the field of inte-
gers. We have integrated experimentally measured processing
parameters into a network simulator and have evaluated the
performance of various schemes under different scenarios.
Our initial evaluation shows that secure network coding is
feasible for a moderate (but realistic) multimedia data rate
even without any specific optimizations or hardware-based
processing. We believe more customized implementations can
further reduce the processing overhead and can render secure
network coding more attractive. Future work will explore
the performance comparison between different secure network
coding schemes and secure end-to-end coding (e.g., Fountain
and Raptor codes) in stressed tactical MANET scenarios.

APPENDIX

VERIFYING L INEAR INDEPENDENCE OVERZ

In typical implementations of network coding, when a
node receives a set of incoming vectors it first discards any
vectors in the set that are linearly dependent. In our case,
this linearity verification needs to be carried overZ. Naive
Gaussian elimination overZ with large coordinates can be
costly. Thus, we suggest to perform the test modulo a random
prime of a given size. We have that if the incoming vectors
are dependent inZ they will be dependent modulo any prime,

while if they are independent inZ they will be dependent
modulo a random prime p (of sufficient length) with very small
probability. As we will see a 32-bit prime will suffice for any
plausible network coding scenario.

Lemma 1: Let p be a random integer of length k and
u1, . . . , ut be linearly independent vectors inZm. The prob-
ability that u1, . . . , ut are linearly dependent mod p is at
most O(log(t!M t))/2k where M is the largest coordinate in
u1, . . . , ut.

Proof: Let p be a prime of lengthk such thatu1, . . . , ut

are linearly independent overZ but dependent modp. Consider
the t× m matrix U whose rows areu1, . . . , ut. Since U has
rank t in Z then U containst independent columns. Let U′

be the correspondingt × t submatrix of U, and denote by D
the determinant of U′ (computed inZ). We have that D6= 0
but since U′ is of rank≤ t - 1 modp thendet (U′) = 0 mod
p, i.e., p divides D. How many primes can divide D? Letd
denote the bit-length of D; then there are at mostd/k primes
of lengthk dividing D and the number of primes of lengthk
is O (2k/k). Thus the probability thatp divides D is at most
O(d/2k). Since D≤ t!M t the lemma follows.

Corollary 1: Let w(1), . . . , w(t) be t incoming vectors
that are linearly independent inZ. The probability that
they are dependent modulo a random prime of sizek is
O(Lm log mq/2k).

Proof: If the w(i) vectors are valid then they are in the
spanw(1), . . . , w(m) and therefore theu-parts of these vec-
tors,u(1), . . . , u(t), are also independent inZ. The probability
that these vectors are linearly dependent modulo a random
prime of lengthk follows from the lemma by noting that t≤
m and the maximal coordinate in any vectoru(i) is at most
M = (mq)L.

If we considerm and L to be at most 128 andq ≤ 216, and
we set the length of the random primep to be ofexact length
32 (i.e., its most significant bit is set to 1) then the probability
that the test modp answersdependent on a set of vectors that
is linear independent overZ. is (if we disregard the constants
in theO(·) notation)219/232 < 1 / 8000. Actually, according
to http : //oeis.org/classic/A036378 the number of primesp
such that231 < p < 232 is 98,182,656 (see explicit table under
http : //oeis.org/classic/table?a = 36378&fmt = 4). Thus,
for a given determinant boundd as above, the probability
that the linear independence fails modulo a 32-bit prime is
at most d/231.5 (exactly d divided by 32× 98182656=
3,141,844,992= 231.5489649). With these adjustments, for the
bounds in the above example one still gets a probability less
than 1/8000.
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